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1 Introduction

A study of differential geometric nature of some algebraic geometric con-
cepts and constructions becomes a vital question nowdaya due to pioneer
works of Donaldson and others. In view of recent results ([l,5j) related the
Hermitian-Einstein connections and stability of holomorphic vector bun-
dles over a compact Kahler manifold it is important to determine explicitly
the Hermitian-Einstein metrics. In this note we shall explain some explicit
linear algebraic computations of hermitian metrics, naturally induced on
holomorphic vector bundles over complex manifolds. As an example we
shall describe the Fubini-Study metrics for complex projective spaces and
Grassmannians ([2[) as naturally induced hermitian metrics from linear
data.
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2 Hermitian metrics and morphisms

2.1

Let M be an n-dimensional complex manifold and 7 a holomorphic vector
bundle of rank r over M equipped with an hermitian metric h. In this work
we frequently use the following equivalent interpretations of h.

[\}h is a global nowhere zero C°°- section of 7" ® 7^, where a symbol f
denotes the complex-conjugate duality (i.e. 7' — ?').

(ii) k is a complex-linear isomorphism : 7 —t 7^ such that h = h^.
(iiij For any local frame e = (e 1 ( . . . , er) of 7, there is a non-degenerate

hermitian matrix h{e) such that if f — eg is another local frame, where g
is a transition
(T x T) - matrix, then h[f) = g<h(e)g.

In that follows we shall consider chiefly holomorphic vector bundles,
therefore the word holomorphic often will be omitted.

REMARKS:
a) If we fix some holomorphic frame (e) of 7 and its complex-conjugate

dual frame (e)T of 7* then the correspondence between (ii) and (iii) is
evident : k represents in the frames by a non-degenerate (positive definite)



hermitian matrix. The hermitian metric in (e) is defined as follows

so our notations differ from those of ([3]), e.g. the hermitian product of two
local sections f = £«;£',r? = £e,f?] is M£,T?) = Vhy where £T denotes

- - (H
the complex-conjugate row-vector ( £ l , . . . , £') of a column- vector I j I

U'i
b)The complex vector bundle J* is anti-holomorphic; this means that

there is a system of local anti-holomorphic sections which forma a local
frame of 7 and every anti-holomorphic section is a linear combination of
the sections with anti-holomorphic coefficients. Generally speaking, there
is a duality between the categories of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic
vector bundles over M where the operators 3 and & are interchanged.

There are canonical associated hermitian metrics on 7' , 7 , 7* defined
by (h'f)'1 , h\ — lij , h}1 respectively. If £ and / are two vector bundles
with hermitian metrics h( , hf then £ © 7 , £ ® 7 , )(oin(£,f) are
equipped with canonical hermitian metrics he © hf , h( g> hj , (fc^)1®'1^
resp. An important notion relating hermitian metrics and morphisms will
be introduced below.

2.2

Given {7,hj) there is a unique hermitian connection V = V* on 7 defined
by the hermitian metric and holomorphic structure. We can also equip the
anti-holomorphic bundle 7* with a unique connection V* so that

In a holomorphic frame the connection and curvature forms related as fol-
lows ([3j,Ch.l)

= h~l.dh , 6j = Sdw = hTx.8dh - h~\3h-ldh (1)

Let z i , . . . , x n be a local system of holomorphic coordinates in U, 8/
dx",dx" - local holomorphic frames for the holomorphic tangent and cotan-
gent bundles on M respectively. Writing V*(«j) = 2w'«j one has

Given a Kahler metric

and the associated Kahler form

on M ,we define

Recall that (7,h) is Htrmitian-Eiruttin with a factor A = const , iff the
following condition holds

F| = \8> (2)

Note that Ci(7) - the first Chern class of 7 represents by the (1,1) -
forminHM(M)

7, Then

2.3

Consider a set £ , ht , 7 , hj and a C°°- morphiam <p : £
a standard decomposition of <p is a commutative diagram

9

where V is injective, x is surjective.

Definition 3.1 The morphism <p is called hermitian with respect to tht
hermitian metrics h(,kj iff there exist a standard decomposition Q, <p = ^x
of the jorm (4) and an hermitian metric hs such that

, h7
l =x^s 1 x t



From this definition it follows that monomorphisms are hermitian with
respect to any hermitian metrics on the target bund)ea,i.e. if tp is infective
and hj is given,then hi = (p'kjp is the unique hermitian metric on £
such that <p is hermitian. Similarly for epimorphisms with respect to any
hermitian metrics on source bundles. We say in these cases that they are
induced hermitian metrics.

Lemma 2.2 Let p : £ —* 7 be a holomorphic hermitian morphism. Set
p' — h~s

lip^hj : 7 —* £. Then p' is C°°- hermitian. Moreover if <p is of a
maximal rank then the htrmitian connections on the bundles are rtlattd by

a)U[ = tp'.dtp+tp'wfip , 6; = Bip'.dip+dtp.ujfip+p'Srip if<p is injectivc.
b) uif — —dp.p' + tpui£<p' , 6j = —d<p.d<p' + ipuidp' -f p$cp' if <f> is

surjective.

PROOF. The first fact is obvious. For proving the a) onefixes some locjl
holomorphic frames of £ and 7 . Then the morphism p is represented by
a matrix with holomorphic elements. Hence by Def.2.1 and (l) one has

9[ — dp' .dip + dip.ujp
= dp' .dp + Bp.uifp

Thus a) is proven. Similariy for b).

2.4

Consider the following exact sequence of holomorphic vector bundles and
morphisms

0 _-+ T JL> J JL, / " _^ o (5)

Given h = hj on / there are unique induced hermitian metrics V and k"
on subbundle 7' and quotient bundle 7" such that f> and 0 are hermitian.

Lemma 2.3 There exist splitting hermitian C0- morphisms

v' • 1 - T , & : 7" - 7

ip'iji' — O,ip'p = id// , 4>4>' = id/-. , ipip' + ip'ip — id/

satisfying the orthogonal condition p'hfij>' = 0. This condition defines the
C°°- splitting uniquely.

PROOF. Because any two C00-splittings differ by a CM-morphtsm x £
H o m ( / " , 7 ' ) . p" = p' - xi> , <!>" = 4>' + <PX from <phTip' = <^hT^< = 0
one has p'hfipx ~ 0 =*" X = O- Hence such a hermitian splitting will be
defined uniquely.
Put p' = * " V * , $' = A"V^". One has

p'lii' = k'~l<phh-lij>h" = v - 1 ^ ) V = o

p'p = h'~1ip<hp = (<p*hp)~1p 'fop = id/<

k " = 0

In order to prove the last equality we choose holomorphic frames of 7', 7, 7"
so that p and i/> represent by holomorphic block matrices

Id
* *

where Id denotes the identity matrices and * is a non-singular square ma-
trix of appropriate dimensions. The detailed calculations are given in Sec.

I
REMARKS:
a) If (e') and (e") are local holomorphic frames of / ' and 7" resp. Then

(e) = Me' ) , V'(e")) form a local C°°- frame of 7. Thus h[e) = h'@ k" with
respect to the C°°- isomorphism 7 = 7'® 7"

c) It immediately follows from Lem,2.2 and 2.3 that

This means that the induced connections on the subbundle and quotient
bundles for an exact sequence are exactly the orthogonal projections of
the connection on the middle bundle with respect to any given hermitian
metric. This was employed successfully in the construction of instantons
(real connections satisfied the self-dual equation on complex vector bundles
over S4 [4]).



2.5
Let V , V" denote the induced hermitian connections with connection
and curvature forms w'V;0',fl" on V, 7" respectively, while w,fi are the
connection and curvature forms of the given hermitian metric on 7. Fix
some holomoiphic local frames of the bundles then these forms represent
by matrices and are related as follows ([3])

~ \ p w" ) ' ~
dw' + ui' A w' - ffi A p dp + p A $' + 6" A p

da + 0' A er + a A 9" d9" + 6" A d" - p A pt

where p e Hom(J', 7" ® U]^} is the second fundamental form
o = - p t e Hom(J"t,?-'t ® n^1) 3 Hiot(J?om(J",7')) i s ' ^ associated
(0,l)-form and via the Dolbeault isomorphism forms an obstruction to
splitting the sequence {5) holomorphically.

Proposition 2.4 Given a flat hermitian metric h on 7 one has

6" = - .hip'

PROOF. Because

6' = dp'-dp = B<p'{<P<p' +

= dip''*p<p'' .dip + d<p'.il>'ili.dtp

= p' .dip'.difr.ip

6" = -84i.&4>' = -fjj.d'p

It suffices to compute 3(o' and 5^'. One has

Substituting them into the previous formulas one obtains the results. I

3 An example : Fubini-Study metrics

3 .1

Let Gr = G(r,V) be a Grasamannians of complex r-subspaces of an n + 1-
dimensional complex space V. There is a standard exact sequence on Gr
(cf.|4]Ch.l)

0 — S -UV -UQ—^0 (6)

where 5 is the tautalogical bundle .
As above we can define natural induced hermitian metrics on S and

Q from the flat one of V. In this case the second fundamental form is
a-exact {dp = 0) thus p € H^,(Hom(TGr,Hom(5,Q)) gives a canonical
isomorphism

p:TGr—+ Hom(S,Q) (7)

We shall describe these metrics more explicitly in local coordinates. There
is the standard affine covering Gr = UUi, I £ {0 ,1 , . . . , n} card I = r. Let

where i j* are affine holomorphic coordinates in

t/j , u,q = 1,. . . ,r;u,p = l , . . . ,« ; r + « = n +

Such two coordinate systems are connected by the relation

where fl/j is a non singular holomorphic transition matrix . Then the
holomorphic morphisms z and t in (6) can be given by the following matrices

Id,
t, = (~Z,\ Id, (8)



Here we fix suitable local holomorphic frames (e$) and (eg) of S and Q and
the standard horizontal frame of V. Suppose that there is an hermitian
metric on V given by the block matrix

H =

Proposition 3.1 The hermitian C ° - splitting of (6) in the frames is given
by the following matrices

t' =

where Zo = ho+zh\ , Zj = h^ = Id.+ZT , Zs = ldr+TZ,T -

P R O O F . Firat of all remark that there are following obvious but important
relations between the matrices

^z = zz;1, Z;1T = TZ;1 , Z; i d r , Z^ = id.

Now we can prove the following identities and then employ Lem.2.2. Set

Zf = h2 - h[T. One has

= z0z3
HQ = t 't

h\T) + (A, -

Here we use the following identities

Z1=h1 + zh, = 20V^J = (*o + zh\)T =• h0T - A, = f
From this it is easy to see that the formulas here are exactly the same as
in Lent.2.3.
Furthermore one has

zz1

in view of the previous relations.
REMARKS:

a) Explicit formulas for the induced metrics are as follows

= Id

b) Put da = d/dx°,xa = if; 5, = d/dx',?" = xf then 3aZ =
EM,dfiZ* = Euv where Ep, denotes the elementary s x r - matrix with
1 on the pj-th place and 0 if otherwise.

c) In the case of projective spaces P = P(V) with the canonical flat
metric on V ( H = Id ) these data have simple forms : the (6) is the
following exact Euler sequence

0 — 0(-l)AV-UT,H)-^0 (9)

where O(-l) is the tautalogical line bundle and TP is the holomorphic
tangent bundle,

10



So one has

3.2
The standard Kahler metric on Gr can be obtained from the Fubini-Study
metric on a projective space via the Pluker embedding Gr(r,V) •-• P(Ar V)
Its Kahler form is determined by the curvature (l,l)-form 6 of the induced
hermitian connection on the line bundle

In the affine coordinates xa = (i1?) and local frame (d/dxa) of TGr

Ui one has

Note that * = ^ 9 is the associated Kahler form and 8 is a global positive
definite real (l,l)-form . The associated canonical metric on To, in the
local frame can be given by the following formula

9al> = SflSJogdetHs = Tr(3,aalogHs), g = ^g^di'dX?

Alternatively we can also define a natural hermitian metric on Gr using
the induced hermitian metrics on 5 and Q and the isomorphism (7). In
fact the frames (es) and («<j) give a canonical frame for

Hom(S, Q) = 5* ® Q (10)

and under the isomorphism (7) correspond to the canonical frame {d/dx")
of TGF- Thus the naturally induced metric is given by the tensor product
(HsV1 ® H,,.

Lemma 3.3 8eajogYi.s = Yi.s
x3eZ^B.()daZ

PROOF. There are the following easily verified equalities

d«T = 0 , StT = Zal

z<daz

REMARKS:

The explicit expressions of the natural hermitian metric on the tensor
product (10) are as follows. In the described frames the Gram matrix on
Q and S' is HQ and Hs* respectively. Thus the element on the (a — pq)-
th row and (0 — uu)-th column of the Gram matrix of S' ® Q is g$a ~

Similarly the inverse Gram matrix is given by g*a = (HSJUO-IHQ"1)^,,

3.3

Proposition 3.3 There is the following identity g$a = gpa, i.e. the Kahltr
metric on complex Grassmannians is the naturally induced hermitian met-
ric.

PROOF. One has

v • • •

11

•• (Hg) l p

V--" (Hg).P

12



Thus

90« =
Io« d e t H* = Tr[deda log Hs) = Trills-1 EauHQEM}

= Tr
(H5-')]U(H,)U

= gSa

REMARKS:
In the case of CP", because Hs = 1 + |*|! , H<j = (Idn + ,

Idn - ZZs Z'
one has the following explicit local expressions for the induced metric in Uo

Proposition 3.4 77te connection and curvature forms of the associated
hermitian metrics on S and Q art determined by the following formulas

a , $'s =

PROOF. Since daZ0 = daZt = 0 one has

The rest of the proof is similar as above. I
REMARKS:
If t is a homogeneous vector bundle on Gr , associated with a finite

representation of the parabolic subgroup P of G = Gl(n + 1) which defines
the isomorphism Gr = G/P. Then there is a decomposition of £ into ir-
reducible subbundles, each of them equipped with the natural hermitian

13

metric induced from that of S and Q. It is easy to compute their connec-
tion and curvature forms. In particular , the curvature form of the natural
hermitian metric on Tcr >s

3.4

Now we prove the main results of this section.

Theorem 3.5 The naturally induced hermitian metrics on the bundles S ,
Q and Ta ore Hermitian-Einstein with factors s, —r and — (n + I) respec-
tively.

PROOF. We use the local explicit expressions of the curvature forms and
Kahler metric described as above.
Set $s = :

(gih — column)

= - [ (H5-1),. " ) . ' * W • • • H « ; . '

Now it is easy to check the Hermitian-Einstein condition . One has

14



g"1 — column)

= S.ldr

(p"1 -

= -r.Id,

For the case of the tangent bundle we can verify the Hermitian-Einstein
condition immediately using the explicit expressions of the curvature form
and metric. Alternatively we can prove directly using the isomorphism

det(TGr) S det(Q 18 S') = det(V ® 5') (12)

The hermitian metric on TGT induces a unique hermitian connection on
det(Tor) whose curvature form is precisely the Ricci form RIC (3) of the
standard Kahler metric ([3)).The curvature forms of the trivial bundle V
is zero and that of S* is - 6's , so the curvature form of the bundles in the
isomorphism is (12)

{ '9% ) t
RIC = Tr ••. = -(n + l)0i = -(n+l)g
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